


Revision - The who, what, when, where and 
how guide to making it work

Parents – How many of you came to this session last year?

How much of it can you remember?



A memory test

Telephone
Sausage
Monkey
Button
Book

Cabbage
Glass
Mouse
Stomach
Cardboard

Ferry
Christmas
Athlete
Key
Wigwam

Baby
Kiwi
Bed
Paintbrush
Walnut



What is revision?
A simple guide to your memory
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Educational Triangle

Student

SchoolParent



When, where, how?

1. Start early
 The earlier you start, the more prepared you will be. Starting early 

allows you time to really learn the material and understand it – and it 
means you can cope with any factors that may unexpectedly disrupt 
your revision. 

 Spend a couple of hours figuring out the material you will need to know 
for each exam and map out a revision timetable.

 Make sure it’s clear and precise.
 Build in study breaks too.



When, where, how?

2. Create the optimum learning environment
 Find where works best for you – Library? Bedroom? 
 Noise – again, what works for you (be honest with 

yourself) – TV? Music? Coffee Shop? Total silence?
 Comfort – clothing, food and drink, chair, etc.
 Consider recreating exam conditions to help trigger 

memory.



Workspace @ home

 Collect inspiration (Pinterest etc.)
 Make it your own
 Set clear boundaries
 A decent chair
 Keep it organised
 Stay motivated!



Workspace @ School

 Learning Resource Centre (Library)
 Lunch time catch up clubs (departmental)
 After school homework club - D1

 Desks
 Computers
 Resources

All available: 

• Before
• During
• After school



Workspace in the Community

Local Libraries
 Wifi connection
 Literature/wider reading
 Printing facilities
 Quiet working environment



How can parents support?

 Help to create a working area where you are confident your 
child can focus.

 Remove the electronic devices. 
 Take interest in your child’s work – ask to see examples.
 Ensure your child has a balanced work and social timetable.
 Test your child.
 Ensure verbal responses support writing.



DIRT work – what should you expect to 
see?



Other things for families to consider:

 Diet and exercise

 Sleep and relaxation time

 Breathe/Mind apps for relaxation

 No matter how you dress it up, revision isn’t the most 

enjoyable of pastimes and there will always be something 

you would rather be doing. 



The Zeigarnik effect
 On average, 75% of students consider themselves to be procrastinators. Low 

levels of self-belief and lack of self-regulation can result in students delaying 
the start of their work. Sitting down and starting the task is half the battle.

 The answer to overcoming this may have been found in 
a café in Berlin almost 90 years ago, where psychologist 
Bluma Zeigarnik would discuss research with her supervisor, 
Kurt Lewin. 

 They were amazed at how their waiter was able to remember 
multiple orders without writing anything down, but once they 
had finished their meal he was unable to recall what they had 
asked for.



The Zeigarnik effect

 This prompted years of research that found that once a task has 
been started – but not completed – an inner tension helps the 
person keep it in mind. 

 If we can encourage students to just start the task, 
even if for only 10 minutes, then the Zeigarnik effect 
may take over, increasing their motivation and 
likelihood of seeing the task through to completion.



Now you’re ready to go…

 What strategies can you use?



1) Information based revision resources

 Basically recalling/streamlining the information 
and content needed for the exams. 

 Clarity and quality are key for triggering memory 
later on – use colours, borders, images etc.

HOW?
Mind maps, content mapping, mnemonics, 



2) Collaborative Learning

 A word of caution: studying with other people can be distracting. 
 Probably more so for teenagers who, due to ongoing changes and 

development in their brain, are more likely to seek novelty and find it 
harder to manage self-control. 

 If chosen carefully, however, working with the right study partner can 
have multiple benefits.



2) Collaborative Learning

 “Confidence is contagious,” 
 The same is true for effort; if the person next to you is working hard, 

your work ethic increases, whether their task is easier or more 
difficult, or similar or unrelated to yours.

 Teenagers who had to work through a problem-solving task together 
“engaged in more exploratory behaviour and learned faster from 
positive and negative feedback”, compared with working on their 
own.



3) Spacing

 ‘Spacing’ - revising the same information two or three times across a few days 
improves the likelihood of retaining information in the long term memory (Nuttall, 
1999). 

 Doing something little and often beats doing it all at once. Revising for eight 
hours in one day is not as effective as doing one hour of revision for eight days.

 This is because the time in between allows you to forget and re-learn the 
information, strengthening those neural pathways, which cements it in your long-
term memory.

 In some studies, using spacing instead of cramming has resulted in a difference 
of up to 30% in final test results.



4) Testing memory

 Testing yourself on the material you have revised is a really robust 
way of cementing your learning. 

 Testing your memory can be as simple as a conversation with a 
family member.

 Exams can often be stressful for students, and stress can impair 
memory. The testing effect can be especially helpful here. 

 Testing yourself recreates the exam conditions in a more 
manageable format, getting your brain slowly used to the tension 
of recall in an exam.



5) Worked Examples

 This type of revision is very basic in nature but essential for grasping 
key exam style points and getting used to questions.

 Focuses on past exemplars to develop own thoughts and work. 

HOW?
 Past papers
 Mark schemes
 Grade Boundaries
 Examination reports



Mark 
schemes



Examiners’ 
reports



Read things out loud in different accents or 
voices. Then when you are trying to recall 
the facts, you’ll remember the accent and 
then hopefully the fact too.



Structured Revision Planner



DHFS revision strategies
 Year 11 enrichment day

• Focus on techniques/strategies through workshops
• Stress management
• Wellbeing

 Life-skills lessons
• Developing revision strategies and applying them to subjects.
• Careers, college, apprenticeships and sixth form.

 Resources
• Website showing key information to support revision.
• Staff support.



Resources available to purchase this 
evening or in school in the LRC.
Revision 

Workbooks

Exam question 
and answers

Revision Guides

Revision notes on 
every part of the 

exam, uses colour 
pictures and exam 

questions to support 
revision.



Resources available to purchase this 
evening or in school in the LRC.

REVISION PACK
Contains the essential 
items to support 
revision, includes:
- Post it notes
- Flashcards
- High lighters 
- Key stationary
- Notepads

EXAM PACK
Contains essential 
items for exams 
includes:
- Clear pencil case
- Pens/pencils/ruler
- Maths specific 

equipment

To order:
Order and pay for the resources you require this evening.

OR

Your child can order and pay for the resources at 
the LRC before school/break/lunch/afterschool.

(payment must be made when ordering)



House Progress Leaders

 dsanderson@dronfield.derbyshire.sch.uk
 ejeffcock@dronfield.derbyshire.sch.uk
 lkendall@dronfield.derbyshire.sch.uk
 bswales@dronfield.derbyshire.sch.uk
 nyates@dronfield.derbyshire.sch.uk
 ahibbert@dronfield.derbyshire.sch.uk 



Evaluation Questionnaire

 We will be sending an evaluation questionnaire by 
email after this session.


